**Weekly Bulletin**

**MARCH 11 – 17, 2019**

**TIME** | **SCHEDULED ACTIVITY** | **PLACE**
--- | --- | ---
**MONDAY — March 11**
6:30 AM | PEDIATRIC FELLOW PRESENTATION #5 — Dr. Dani Hottinger | RC 3.905 / CHILDREN’S
7:00 AM | UWMC RESIDENT ACUTE PAIN SEMINAR — Dr. Greg Terman: Orientation | BB1444 / UW-HSB
3:00 PM | VA PATIENT-BASED LEARNING DISCUSSION | 320, Bldg#1 / VAPSHCS
4:00 PM | PEDIATRIC CARDIAC MEETING — TBA | 11THFL. LIBRARY / CHILDREN’S

**TUESDAY — March 12**
6:00 AM | HARBORVIEW PBLD — TBA | GCT-23 / HMC
6:15 AM | VA M&M CONFERENCE | 320, Bldg#1 / VAPSHCS
6:30 AM | PEDIATRIC RESIDENT CONFERENCE — Dr. David Liston: Malignant Hyperthermia | 11THFL. LIBRARY / CHILDREN’S
6:30 AM | CT ANESTHESIA ECHO CASE REVIEW | RR-406 (PERuSAL) / UW-HSB
7:00 AM | UWMC RESIDENT ACUTE PAIN SEMINAR — Dr. Greg Terman: ABC’s of PCA | BB1444 / UW-HSB

**WEDNESDAY — March 13**

**CME — WED — March 13th | 6:30 AM | UW A&PM Grand Rounds | UW HSB T-435 — UWMC CQI (Dr. Wendy Suhre, Coordinator) — FOR DEPARTMENT MEMBERS ONLY — Two presentations:**

1. "Spinal Anesthesia Failure" — Matthew Kutz, MD, APM CA2 Resident & Hani El-Omrani, MBCh, Acting Assistant Professor, UWMC. **Learning Objectives** — At the conclusion of this presentation, attendees should be able to: (1) Develop a systematic and rational approach for evaluating spinal anesthesia failure; (2) Understand potential complications of repeated neuraxial anesthetics. **Financial Disclosures**: Dr. Kutz and Dr. El-Omrani have no financial relationships to disclose.

2. "MACE in the Perioperative Period" — Bryan Estill, MD, APM CA2 Resident & Gouri Sivarajan, MBBS, Clinical Associate Professor, UWMC. **Learning Objectives** — At the conclusion of this presentation, attendees should be able to: (1) Interpret ST-T changes in the intraoperative period; (2) Optimize decision making choices in urgent cases; (3) Identify the lack of literature to support decisions. **Financial Disclosures**: Dr. Estill and Dr. Sivarajan have no financial relationships to disclose.

**12:00 — 1:30 PM**

**UW TELEPAIN CONFERENCE**

**Connecting to Sessions — Zoom via PC, MAC, LINUX, iOS, or ANDROID:**

(Attendees may join UW TelePain sessions via ZOOM teleconference from sites throughout the WWAMI Region. Please read these brief instructions before connecting to Zoom for the first time.)

When using Zoom please be sure to update your name on the pop-up box, this helps maintain accurate attendance records.

**WED—March 13th**

**RESIDENT LECTURE SERIES — CA3s** | **BB1444 / UW-HSB**

**12:30—14:20 PM**

Drs. M. Hallman, C. Quinlan, S. Vanhoy: "CICO Training/Surgical Airway"

**14:30—16:20 PM**

Drs. R. Ferreira, S. Hembrador, K. Togashi, J. Harless: "Simulation"

(For more information, contact Erica Lee at: leeeric@uw.edu)

**1:00 PM HARBORVIEW NCCS CONFERENCE — TBA | 2WH-81 / HMC**

**THURSDAY — March 14**

**CME — THURS—March 14th | HMC Conference (GCT-72) | 6:00 AM — “Use of Intraoperative Electroencephalography: A Quality Improvement Project” — Abhijit Lele, MBBS, MD, MS, MA, FCCM, Associate Professor & Director, Neurocritical Care Service, Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine, Harborview Medical Center - UW Medicine, Seattle, WA. **Learning Objectives** — At the conclusion of this presentation, attendees should be able to: (1) Summarize results of the intraoperative electroencephalography survey; (2) Discuss "Effect of Electroencephalography-Guided Anesthetic Administration on Postoperative Delirium Among Older Adults Undergoing Major Surgery: The ENGAGES Randomized Clinical Trial;" (3) Identify quality improvement measures related to use of intraoperative electroencephalography. **Financial Disclosures**: Dr. Lele receives Grant/Research support from Aqueduct Critical Care. (For more information, contact: Gladys Fong at gladysf@uw.edu or Samantha Bogea at bogea@uw.edu)

**6:15 AM**

**UWMC RESIDENT SEMINAR — Dr. Julia Metzner: Mock Orals** | Surgery Pavilion SP-2276 / UWMC

**6:30 AM**

**PEDIATRIC FELLOW CONFERENCE — No Lecture this Week — SPA Meeting** | 11THFL. LIBRARY / CHILDREN’S

**7:00 AM**

**UWMC RESIDENT ACUTE PAIN SEMINAR — Dr. Jim Robinson: Back Pain Assessment** | BB-1444 / UW-HSB

continued
FRIDAY — March 15

6:30 AM  PEDIATRIC RESIDENT CONFERENCE — Dr. Siri Kanmanthreddy. Simbably 1 OR / CHILDREN’S

7:00 AM  RESIDENT ACUTE PAIN SEMINAR — Dr. Jiang Wu. Anatomy & Physiology of Pain BB-1444 / UW-HSB

1:00 PM  UWMC ICU EDUCATION CONFERENCE — TBA SA6434 / 6S / MONTLAKE TOWER

UPCOMING EVENTS

Save the Date

A&P Department Faculty Retreat
Saturday, May 9 — 9:15am-1:00pm
UW Intellectual House (4249 Whitman Court, Upper Campus)
Topics "Maintaining Joy in Our Work"
More details to follow

2019 UW ANESTHESIOLOGY & PAIN MEDICINE EDUCATION SERIES (Category 1 CME accredited Conferences)
Find Updates on the A&P GR Information web page at: https://depts.washington.edu/anesth/uwnetid/anesthonly/computing/gr/apmgr-info.html

Unless Otherwise Indicated (speakers & location are subject to change), conferences are held as follows:

♦ GRAND ROUNDS — ROOM T-435 (WEEKLY ON WED, 6:30-7:30 AM) THRU WINTER QUARTER 2019 | Electronic Sign-in & Eval available through Friday of the current week at: bit.ly/APMGR (case sensitive)

♦ HMC CONFERENCES — GCT-72 | THURSDAYS | 6:00-7:00 AM | Eval & Sign-in: http://bit.ly/hmc-cme

Off-site WED GRAND ROUNDS Broadcast Locations:
HMC Faculty & Residents: MB111 / 112 | HMC OR Residents: Consult APM Grand Rounds Info Web Page
SCH: OA.5.340 | VA: 1/320 | RSVP (R-1): Suite 308 #357 (Family Services Conf. Rm.)

CME — WED — March 20th | 6:30 AM | UW A&P Grand Rounds | UW/HSB T-435 — “When Will the Storm End? — Long-term of Epigenetic Activation of the Immune System after Surgery” — Visiting Professor: Kryzstof Laudanski, MD, PhD, MA, FCCM, Assistant Professor of Anesthesiology and Critical Care at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Department of Anesthesiology and Critical Care, Philadelphia, PA.

Learning Objectives — At the conclusion of this presentation, attendees should be able to: (1) Understand principle of immune system activation and deactivation after critical stress; (2) Understand epigenetic regulation of sustained immune system activation; (3) Be well acquainted with clinical consequence of sustained immune system activation after surgery. Financial Disclosure: Dr. Laudanski has no financial relationships to disclose. (For more information, contact: Julie Baker at bakerjav@uw.edu.)

Non-CME — THURS — March 21st | HMC QA Conference (GCT-72) | 6:00 AM | DEPARTMENT MEMBERS ONLY — No CME — Dr. Hernandez Olivar, Moderator

CME — WED — March 27th | 6:30 AM | UW A&P Grand Rounds | UW/HSB T-435 — “tba” — (Day one of two) — ACGME Pain Fellow Presentations. For more information, contact: Julie Baker at bakerjav@uw.edu.

OPEN — THURS — March 28th | HMC Conference (GCT-23) | 6:00 AM

CME — WED — April 3rd | 6:30 AM | UW A&P Grand Rounds | UW/HSB T-435 — Day Two of two — ACGME Critical Care Fellow Presentations — “tba”: by: Marcus Behrens, MD & Jack Draper, MD

For more information, contact: Julie Baker at bakerjav@uw.edu.

OPEN — THURS — April 4th | HMC Conference (GCT-72) | 6:00 AM

CME — WED — April 10th | 6:30 AM | UW A&P Grand Rounds | UW/HSB T-435 — HMC CQI (Dr. Hernandez Olivar, Coordinator) — For Department Members ONLY

— “Spinal Anesthesia Failure” — Ian Slade, MD, Assistant Professor, Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine, Harborview Medical Center - UW Medicine, Seattle, WA. Learning Objectives — At the conclusion of this presentation, attendees should be able to: (tba). Financial Disclosure: (tba) (For more information, contact: Julie Baker at bakerjav@uw.edu.)

OPEN — THURS — April 11th | HMC Conference (GCT-72) | 6:00 AM

The University of Washington School of Medicine is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

The University of Washington School of Medicine designates this live activity for a maximum of 60.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity. (1.0 credit per session)

*The University of Washington is committed to providing access, equal opportunity and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, activities, education and employment for individuals with disabilities. To REQUEST DISABILITY ACCOMMODATION contact the Disability Services Office (DSO), at least ten days in advance of the event at 543-6450 (voice); 543-6452 (TTY); 685-7264 (FAX) dso@u.washington.edu (E-mail). For more information about DSO: http://www.washington.edu/accessibilities. The WEEKLY BULLETIN is distributed every FRIDAY. The deadline for submitting items is 4:30 PM on the preceding THURSDAY. If you have any questions about the Bulletin or wish to submit items, please contact JULIE BAKER at 543-2475 or bakerjav@uw.edu or FRED HELBRO (GCT-221-2986 or helbrof@uw.edu) for assistance.

CONFERENCE ROOM RESERVATIONS— Hornbein Library, BB1444, and Executive Conference Room, BB1416 Search “Rooms” for Anesth.HSB.BB1444 or Anesth.HSB.BB1416. Non-Outlook Exchange users may contact JULIE BAKER (206/543-2475 or bakerjav@uw.edu) or FRED HELBRO (GCT-221-2986 or helbrof@uw.edu) for assistance.